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Abstract

'[hc Resistor Capacitor (RC) mod€l is used to analyze circuit parameters ior a CNT-bundl€ interconnects. In Ihi! pap€r
the performance ofthe single CNT interconnection \yith Cu and Au using predetermined equations Nas anemp!ed ilrlr
Due to poor yi€ki of single CNT, bundle of CNT was analyzed and eventually the performance of the C\T-bundle- c.'p pr.
and gold interconnccts nas compared rcspectivel) at local, intermediate and global lengths. Finally it has been rho'r n rh!t
the metallic SWCNT gives better performanc€ than copper and gold interconnects for both the intermediate and glob,rl
dimension.
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l.Introduction

Inlerconnects in an intcgrated circuit (lC) distribute clock
and signal, as well as provide a path for the poler supply
and the ground. The perfornance ofan IC is detcrnined, to
a large extent, by the current canying capacrty and the
parasitic resistancc and capacitance of these intercoruects.
'lhe Lrtemational Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(TRS)l1l emphasizes the need for reliable, higir speed
interconnects for fuhre technology generations. Con,lmon
interconnect materials are highly susceptible to elecho
migration at high curent densities (> 106 A,'cm']) and
have lower reliability as the interconnect dimenslons are

scaled . lhe resistivity ofcopper (Cu) and gold (Au) u'hich
are extensively used for high performancc scalecl lCs
increases n'ith a decrease in dimensions. due to electlon-
stul-ace and grarn-boundary scatterings12]. Tnnovative
matedals are being extensively sludied as replacements for
copper and gold and ca$on nanotubes (CNIs) have
emerged as a promising material for futurc gcneration
ICsf2l.

'fhe resistance of copper and gold interconnects, rvith cross-
sectional dimcnsjons ol tlte order of the nean fiee path of
electlons (-'40 nm ilr Cu and -50 nm in Au at room
temperature) in cunent and in]minent technologies is

increasing lapidly under the courbined effects of enhanced
grain boundary scattering, surface scattering and the
prescncc of the highly resistivc di1'fusion barrier layerf-l].
The steep rise in parasitic resistance of copper and gold
interconnects poses serious chailenges for lnter-connect
delay especially at the global level where wires traverse long
distances and for interconnect reliability , hence it has a

significant impact on the perfomance and reliability of
VLSI circuits[,1].

In order to alle\ iate such problers, changes in the material

usecl for on-chip interconnections have been soucht c ..:. ::
earlier technology generations, for example the rr::.:::]::
fiom aluminum to copper some years back C:::::
nanohlbes have recently been proposed as a ptr:.::.:
replacemelt hrr metal rnlerconnecrc in : .r .

technoiogiesf5,6] and this paper addresses the pertorn:n::
evaluation of the nanotube bundle in case of ioi.r .

intermediate and global intercoturects.

2. Metallic Single Walled Carbon Nanotube (S\\'C\T)

Since their discovery in 1991, carbon nanotubes (CNT) h3\ .'

received tremendous research interest as they hale nal.
unique mechanicai, electical, thennal and chenrc..
properties[7].

A carbon nanotube is a one atom thick sheet of graph:::
called grapheme, rolled up into a seamless cylinder .,.::::

diametel of the order of a nanometer. CNTs .-:..1--::::

extraordinary strength and unique elecfrical pr.,:.::.::
and are efficient conductors of heat. There arr- :'.'. :.ir:-
tlpes of carbon nanotubes: single *al1ed :.::- :.r::!
(SWCNT, and multi walled nanotubes t\l\'. (- ): . ,

SW(\ ls rhe cylindrical strucnxe cou.r.r. :-. .- -.
of graphene. rvhile ir4WCNTs consist of m:-:::.: , : -::---
cylinders or tJle grcphene .hcel r. .rrrf
it'eli rc'cnrblrng a scroll oI par"hrr
nature.

S\\( M5 are a ter) imporo,rt ., .- - .. :' . - -..
erhibit imponant elecrnc pr"p-:.. : .-. - :. : -

\4\\aNl.. lhc rcnr"rL,-.. .------
SWCNTs sten fiom the ..:::::.::. .:: -:-,-. :l::':-.-::
structure of graphene l::.-. . ----: :.: : -.:j: l:r:a:i..:-: :.
k-space. but hJ. J r'-:.j .- -.-: --:: :.un. .p:. :..
directions and rs ;:.:: . :::- :::: ::p semrcond.;:;:
When ruapp:; :: ::- ::-::::,:a. :i-a momentum oi::a
eleclrons r.i.::.: ": -:: ::: ,::--.rnterance of the !ura :.
quanrz;j T:: ::,:: :, .-_i:r a one dimensional r- D
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metal or semiconductor depending on ho\\ the allo\\'ed

momenturn states co(pare with the prefered directions lor
conduction. Metallic SWCNTs have a fermr relocit] r'r:
8'105 mrs that is conparable to tlpical metals.

A SWCNT is close to an ideal one dtmensional s!stem of
electrons that gives rise to man)' unique electrical and

lhermal properties. Stnie electrons can mo!e in une

dimension only, the phase space for scattenng in nanotubes

is very linited; electrons can be scattered onll backrvatd.
The mean fiee path in high-qualitl nanotubes rs in the

micron range because *'hen the bias vohage rs lou'thete is

no high energy phonon scattering. This is in contrast to a

three-dimensional metallic rvire in u'hicli electrons can be

backscattered by various snall-angle scatterlngs. and the

mean free paths are in the range of a 1'e$' tens of
nanometels. In addition. carbon nanotubes havc tire
potential of being used as both transistors and interconnects
since they can be either metallic or semiconducting
depending on their chiralityfTl.
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Table 1: Electrical and thermal propefties of SWCNTs vs

copper and gold

Properties CNT Cu Au
Mean free
path (nm) at

room temp
>1000 [9] 40 50[101

Maximum
current
density

(A,.,cm2)

>tx1o1o;01 -lxl06 (lJ 8-
1 .15)l101

Thermal
conductivity
(WmK)

5800 lel 385 3 181101

3. Modeling of SWCNT, Cu and Au Interconnects
A. Resistance ol CNT interconnects

There are tbree contributions towards the resistance of ihe

CNT bundle; Contact resistance, Fundamental resistance.

and Ohmic or scattering resistance. Contact resistance is
mainly due to imperfect contact bet\\'een metal and CN I'
jnterconnect end it can be as high as 120 K[11]
Fundamental resistance *hicir is grren b1 /r Je'. uhere h is
plank's constant and e is electron charge is present in CNT
lor all length due ro sprn degeneracy and sub-lattice
degeneracr of elecirons rn erapheme ll2]. Additional,
saJri::rr! rasisrsn.e 1s present ibr the length greater thaD the

rre3r li..- palh (> l m) ol C-rT[ 3] as eiectron movement
.rrll no longer be ballistic and it scatters The total
resrstance of the CNT bundle is given b1,:

R,,,,,,tt,= ( Rc. Ra + Rsl)h.tlr (l)

Where, R., Ro, and R5 are metal contact, fundamental, and

ohmic resistances respectively. ,.xr is numbel of metallic
CNTs and / is length ofinterconnect, respectively.

The number of CNTs is calculated using the follou'ing
geometry:

Fig. 2r He\agonal geometri ola CNT bundleu4]

The heragonal geomen-y of CNT bundle is used to
conprise nur,rmum number of CNTs in a CNT bundle.
Here. the electromagnetic interference among the CNTs is

neglected due to the non interacting behavior of CNl's
lhich is assumed.

The number of rows nw and number of colunrns nH are

calculated using the following equations[14]Fig. l: Single wall and multi wall carbon nanotubel5]
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r rr, r is rhe distance between the centers oftwo CNTS.

!r. fte total number of CNT

nH-1--:t': = n-nn - --l '
nH-1

=n-ng- ) ,

B. Resistance of Cu and Au interconnects

Tbe resrstir.ity model of any metallic wires with dimensions
l tbe range of mean free path is based on the Fuchs-
Soodheimer model for surface scattering of electrons and
ir rheory of Mayadas and Shatzkes for the scattedng of
3le.trons at grain boundades is given byl14]

::= r +/1)fr n)Itwj \4,/' '

- - j[1 -1a or-orn(t+!\1:,. "lr 2 * "-\' o)l
//\ R

d: l-l-\d/ 1-R

R - 
t P'rPs\t

wh

Here,

R: resistanc€ ofthe wire

l: width of the wire

l]= height ofthe wtue

p,- resistjvity due to surlace scaflering

pq resisrivity due to grain boundary scanering

po = bulk resistivity of metal

p = surface scattering coefficient

(7)

R : reflection coefficient at grain boundary

1'= mean ftee path

d = average distance between grain boundaries

C. CapacitanceofCNTinterconnects

In CNT, capacitance arises from two sources; quantum
capacitance and elechostatic capacitance. The quantum

capaeitance accounts for the quantum electrostatic energy
srored in the nanotube when it carries cunent. Quantum
capacitance is used to model the energy needed to add an

electron at an available quantum state above the Fermi level
and it is tuming out around 400aF/Um[5]. Basic equations
for the capacitances ofsingle CNT can be formulated asf14]

+1

if nH is odd (4)

if ns is odd

G.ound Plane

Fig. 3: Isolated conductor. *rth drar'rter _l_- orer a ground

plane at a distance 'y' belo\\' it06l

electrostatics capacitance, C, = J$ ll0l
r,{: I

where, e is the dielectric constant quantum capacitance,

"o- n*
The total electrostatic capacitance of the bundle can be

(2)

(3)

(s)

rll)

(6)

(8)

(q)

calculated as electrostatic bundle capacitance,

.bundle , t^w 2\.El | 3tnH-ztcEn
LE -L.Ln t 2-

(12)

Where, Cs,, and Csy are the intrinsic plate capacitance.

The total quantum capacitance ofthe bundle can be

calculated as C\undk - C|".nr*, (13)

Now, the overall capacitance can be calculated as

1_1a1 (14)
Lhundle .e .F

D. Capacitance of Cu and Au interconnects

w"u

j,..

Fig. 4: Layout of parallel Cu interconnects showing the

interconnect dimensions.

Note that icu is the height of a Cu wire whereas I is its
height liom the ground planef17]

The coupling capacitance between adjacent Cu wires is
given by[17]

( 15)

The same equation is used for calculating the coupling
capacitance between adjacent Au wires.
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E. Delay ofCNT bundle, Cu and Au interconnects +0.3e (*I-) 6r',"a1. t 12 + o.og {-!.>t + " "o}c, r lor
'4rNI t taCAI ICNT I

tr, : 0.69r,(C, + Ce) + 0.6grsccul + O.3BRcuCcul2 +
0 .69 R cuq r (J1)

tnu = 0.69r,(CL + Ce) + O.6grscAul + o.3BRA.CAtlz +
0.69RA"C| I

Where,

(18)

r'rr" r
Fig. 5: Schematic of interconnect circuit used for performance
evaluation. The "interconnect" is replaced by the equivalent circuit
representation for CNT-bundle or Cu interconnectl I 4]

Delay in VLSI circuit is defined as the difference in th€ time
when the ouFut waveform crosses 50% of its final value and
its conesponding time for the input waveforml7]. The delay
in VLSI circuit can be calculated in different ways. Here the
popular Elmore delay expressionflO] is used to obtain the
delay of CNT bundle, Cu and Au interconnects. The delay
expressions for the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5. are

/ R^+R^,r,r, - 0.69r,1C1 + C,) + 0.69{ r. + --lCbundt", I' 2nr* I

4. Performance Analysis of CNT, Cu And Au Interconnects

In this section the performance of CNT, Cu and Au interconnects are analyzed in the case of local, intermediate and global
dimensions.

r tort cditt$ di*:r*i-a

1561

Fig.6: Comparison ofresistance and capacitance among isolated SWCNT, Cu and Au interconnects

From Figure 6. it is seen that in the case of local length, the single SWCNT does not give any satisfactory result neither it
resistance nor in capacitance. The resistance is high due to contact resistance which is near about 120 K0and quantum
resistance which is near about 6 KO.The capacitnace effect is high due to electostatic and quantum capacitance where there
is no such effect in case of Cu and Au, that's why they yield better pefornance.Now for better perforrnance bundle of CNT
has been analyzed and compared with Cu and Au intercornects.
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c,T
r! = driver resistance

C1 = load capacitance

Co = parasitic capacitance

Cb""dl" = bundle capacitance

C6, : Capacitance of Cu

R6,, = Resistance of Cu

C1, :Capacitance ofAu

R1, = Resistance ofAu

991!
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rcslslance of SiWCNT butde

global lengih

Fig. 7: Comparison ofresistance among bundle of S\\'C\-'T. Cu and Au interconnects in the case oflocal, intermediate and global length

From Figure 7. it is seen that in the case of local lenglh, affer a certain lengtl the resistance of bundle of SWCNT tends to
decrease than Cu and Au interconnects but in the case of int€rmdiate a.nd global length its resistance is much lower than Cu
and Aq interconnects.The resistance has been decreased because it bas been assurned that the SWCNT buadle in parallel
geometry in a hexagonal shape.

'- o.5
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I'obai ieognh-{m)
cofrpanson of capaca-rc€ n glatd ]eiEah

6

2

o

Fig. 8: Companson ofcapacitance among bundle of SWCNT, Cu and Au interconnects in the case oflocal, intermediate and global

length

From Figure 8. it can be concluded that the capacitance of bundle of SWCNT is much higher than the capacitance of Cu and

Au interionnects in the case of local, intermediate and global length. The capacitance effect of bundle of SWCNT has been

increased due to the parallel configuration where capacitance effect ofeach SWCNT is added significantly

capacrtanc e of AL
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ca'Fi*det h bed tcBIh

i

{l-
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Fig. 9: Comparison ofdelay among bundle of SWCNT , Cu and Au interconnects in the case of local, intermediare & global lenqh

From Figue f. it is seen that in the case ol local length the delay of bundle of SWCNT tends to decrease after a certain
length than Cu and Au ilterconnects but in the case of intermediate and global length it gives hemendous result than Cu aDd
Au interconnects. Although the capacitance effect ofbundle of SWCNT is much higher than the Cu and Au rnrercoDnects but
the delay is lower than that for RC product.

5. Conclusion has been seen that the srngle C)iT 1'relds poor performance

In this paper the applicability of bundle ofcarbon nanotube l!ii. Ct 
""d 

Au interconnects lr is due to its contact

has beirr analyzJ as irrt"i.or-".i, f"r f;; ;i ViaI resistance and quantum reisistace $'hich dominate when the

tecbnology. The performance 
"f cili ;;d;;";t-;; :lze,of 

the device is so small For the poor performance in
has beeo- compared wirh cu and A" i",;;;"";.,; l; fitti ]gcal, 

lenstb- tt ts not analrzed firther inlerconnecting

the performance of single crqr rr"r 1""" arr"*" ""J 
lengot Then the performance of bundle of CNT has been

cornpared with Au and c, int"r"on,.li, ir r"."ii.r*,rr. ii analyzed *ith cu aad Au interconnects in different
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interconnecting length. As the number of CNTs are
increased the effective resistance of the bundle has been
decreased. Though the resistance has been decreased but the
capacitance of the bundle has been increased . As a resuit in
local length, the ultimate goal delay of CNT bundle yields
poor performance than Cu and Au interconneets. In
intermediate and global length it has been given better
performance as compared to copper and gold interconnects
In spite of contact and quantum resistance. But here we had
to consider an optirnal density of CNT bundle where bundle
width is 103nm and mean free path is about 1 micron. So
any degradation of mean free path length of CNTs and
restriction to optimal density of CNT bundle can offset the
benefit the using the CNT bundle interconnections.

'fhe future work of this paper rvill cosider the rrgorous
charaterization of electromagnetic interactions amon.q the
tubes and analyze trade-offs betrveen CNT interconnects
p ,$ er. perlormance and b.rndurth den.ir].
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